Description: NOTICE OF INTENT TO AWARD A SOLE SOURCE

The Office of Naval Research intends to execute a sole source Cost Plus Fixed Fee modification to task order 0003 under N00014-04-D-0564 with Strategic Analysis, Inc. on or about 15 May 2011. The period of performance will be six months with three additional one-month options. The estimated value of the modification is $230,000.00. ONR intends to award a sole source award; however, all responsible capable offerors may submit a capability statement, proposal, or quote and it shall be considered.

The prospective contractor shall provide support for effective management to the Defense Science & Technology Advisory Group program. The DSTAG effort requires management and analytic support in their management of the Defense S&T Reliance planning process.

ONR is extending the current contract on a sole source basis in order to provide sufficient time to allow award of a follow-on competitive contract.

This notice of intent is not a request for competitive proposals; however, all responsible sources may submit a quotation which, if received within ten calendar days of publication of this notice, shall be considered by ONR. A determination by the Government not to open the requirement to competition based upon the responses to this notice is solely within the discretion of the Government.

Contracting Office Address:
Department of the Navy, Office of Naval Research (ONR), Code ONR-BD252, 875 North Randolph Street, Arlington, VA 22203-1995

Government Point of Contact: Philip Eisenhaur, PHONE: 703-696-7173, EMAIL: philip.eisenhaur@navy.com.